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Explore the rich tradition of Italian cooking with this complete guide featuring tips, techniques,
and 101 recipes for pastas, risottos, seafood, and more.Italian Cooking 101 features delicious,
diverse, and accessible recipes, all of which have been thoroughly kitchen tested. It is both a
cookbook and a comprehensive reference guide covering everything you need to know about
homestyle Italian cuisine, from the various culinary regions to grocery and pantry tips. Its
practical layout makes it easy to use, with measures calculated in both traditional and metric
quantities.Full of mouthwatering photographs, Italian Cooking 101 starts off with a detailed
introduction that covers kitchen basics and offers plenty of helpful tips. The 101 featured recipes
cover everything from appetizers to desserts with plenty of meat, poultry, and fish dishes, as well
as soups, stews, pizzas and more—all with straightforward instructions. The 101 series is
perfect both for beginners and more experienced cooks looking to broaden their kitchen
horizons.

“I would recommend this cleanse to anyone. It will reestablish your mindset, filter your internal
organs, and get you on the right track to make healthier food choices.”—Patrick Murphy,
celebrity fitness coach and weight loss expert “The Juice Cleanse Reset Diet highlights the
importance of organic, wholesome nutrition and provides convenient, delicious ways to
incorporate greens into our everyday lives.” —Andrew Abraham, md, founder and CEO of
Orgain, Inc. “These two women are stars.”—Max Goldberg, founder of Pressed Organic Juice
Directory “This reset is a powerful tool to help us achieve and maintain optimal health.”—Ashley
Koff, RD, nutrition expert and health advocate “By drinking these juices regularly, I’ve discovered
a direct correlation between consuming large amounts of nutrients and live enzymes and
increased performance and durability.”—Prince Fielder, professional baseball player “I
recommend this cleanse to my clients for its immediate rewards: renewed energy, strengthened
immunity, mental clarity, vibrant hair, and smooth skin.” —Kristan Serafino, celebrity hairstylist
and beauty blogger “This cleanse is a great way to jump-start your path to optimal health.”—
Tasneem “Dr. Taz” Bhatia, MD, medical director of Atlanta Center for Holistic and Integrative
Medicine and author of What Doctors Eat --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorLori Kenyon Farley and Marra St. Clair are the founders of Southern California’s popular
Ritual Juice Cleanse program and considered among the top cleansing experts in the United
States. Lori is a hedge-fund manager turned certified nutritional consultant, and Marra is a
certified Pilates instructor, personal trainer, and nutritional consultant. Visit the Ritual website,
www.ritualcleanse.com, for more information.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Juice Cleanse Reset DietThe Juice Cleanse
Reset Diet is the program we developed from all of our research, experience, and first-hand



observation. It provides a simple and easy way to help you reset your attitude, energy level,
metabolism, taste buds, weight, and beauty. We’ll talk more about what it means to reset all of
these areas in the next chapter, but generally speaking, this is about producing weight loss and
new levels of health, youth, and energy without resorting to quick fixes or invasive
procedures.After years of guiding people through our home-delivered Reset Cleanse, we have
learned a lot about what support people need, what works, and what doesn’t. We developed the
Juice Cleanse Reset Diet to provide a bridge for you to get from where you are now to where you
want to be: the slimmer, younger-looking, more energetic, healthier you. Many of our celebrity
clients have used our juices to prepare for a movie, slim down for a wedding, drop baby weight
after the birth of their children, or get red-carpet ready. Professional athletes have enhanced
their performance and rebuilt after injury, and many of our clients have used our Reset Cleanse
products to reset their eating habits after letting them slide on vacation, to jump-start a weight-
loss program, or to treat a health issue. People have the most significant and lasting results
when our three-day Reset Cleanse is used as part of a seven-day plan. We start with two days to
prepare your body and mind for the cleanse, and then give you two days to ease back into
eating solid food after the cleanse. We will tell you everything you need to know before you start
cleansing, and we’ll even give you a short quiz to help you determine what type of cleanse is
right for you. (Don’t worry, there are no wrong answers and our Juice Cleanse Reset Diet works
for everyone, whether you’ve been eating junk food for the last twenty years or you eat
completely raw, organic, and vegan.) And since we don’t want to leave you hanging after you
successfully complete the seven-day program, we give you lots of tips and advice for
maintaining your new way of eating and living. And finally, since we all want to look our best
before a special occasion (like a wedding, a high school reunion, or even a big work meeting),
we’ve included three bonus resets that we call “supercharged resets”; these intensive three-day,
ten-day, and twenty-one day programs will create dramatic results.As you embark on this plan,
you’ll be amazed at how easy it is to follow, how satisfied you feel, and how much energy you
have. You will also be surprised to experience an effortless change in your cravings and thoughts
about food and what you put into your body. The Juice Cleanse Reset Diet is highly adaptable to
any nutritional style. If you like chicken, you will continue to eat chicken. If you’re a vegetarian,
you won’t need to introduce meat into your diet. You will simply learn how to eat in a way that
keeps your body clean following your reset. You will also learn how to easily work exercise into
your reset and how to sustain those eating and exercise habits for life.This is a groundbreaking
way to return your body to optimal health and fitness without depriving yourself of the nutrients
you need or disrupting your daily routine. Our easy, accessible recipes and preparations are
perfect for you anywhere, anytime. Seven days from now, when you reflect on how much better
you look and feel, you’ll realize that your results are sustainable for the rest of your life. Are you
ready to reset? Let’s get started!--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Copyright © 2015 Agate Publishing, Inc.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system without express
written permission from the publisher.Ebook edition 1.0 March 2015Agate Digital is an imprint of
Agate Publishing. Agate books are available in bulk at discount prices. For more information
visit .Other titles in Surrey’s 101 series:ContentsIntroductionAppetizersMarinated OlivesMini
MeatballsSummer FrittataZucchini FrittataTomato BruschettaAsparagus TartRoasted Red
Pepper BreadSpinach-Mushroom FlatbreadSoups and StewsChickpea SoupTuscan Bean
SoupMeatball SoupEasy Fish SoupFish Stew MarsalaChicken CacciatoreTurkey Sausage and
Fennel StewSpinach and Tortellini SoupMeat EntreesSicilian Beef and RiceChicken with
ProsciuttoChicken Piccata with FettuccineChicken and Fettuccine AlfredoChicken-Pasta Skillet
with Sun-dried Tomatoes and OlivesLamb Stew (Stracotto)Fish EntreesTiellaShrimp and
Cheese Rotolo with Many-Cloves Garlic SauceCioppino PastaSalt Cod in Tomato Sauce with
PotatoesTuna Steaks with Garlic PastaPasta Dishes and SaucesBasic Tomato SaucePasta
BologneseHerbed PolentaPasta PuttanescaPasta PeperonataSpaghetti with Zucchini and
Pecorino CheeseCreamy Fettuccine PrimaveraFettuccine with Olives, Capers, and TunaMolded
Capellini CarbonaraLinguine with White Clam SauceLinguine with Red Clam SauceLinguine
with LobsterLinguine alla GenovesePasta from PesciaPotato Gnocchi with Sage CreamSpinach
Gnocchi and Chicken PrimaveraRicotta-Stuffed Shells with Spinach PestoMushroom Ravioli
with Red Pepper SalsaPenne with SausageRisottosAll-Season RisottoSummer Squash
RisottoWinter Vegetable RisottoPorcini RisottoShrimp and Mushroom RisottoItalian Sausage
and Broccoli RisottoRisotto with Wild AsparagusCasserolesTimbaleSpaghetti and Eggplant
Parmigiano–Reggiano CasseroleVegetarian TetrazziniBaked Fusilli and Cheese
PrimaveraArtichoke Tortellini BakeMushroom-Broccoli ManicottiEasy Eggplant RotoloSpinach-
Mushroom Rotolo with Marinara SauceArtichoke LasagneSquash and Mushroom
LasagneVeggie Lasagne with Eggplant SauceRoasted Red Pepper and Spinach
LasagneAsparagus Polenta BakeEggplant and Tomato CasseroleSide DishesPotatoes with
Pecorino CheeseAsparagus and White BeansEggplant and Vegetable
SautéPeperonataParmigiano–Reggiano-Herb Spaghetti SquashBeans and Vegetables with
PolentaSaladsShrimp SaladItalian Rice and Sausage SaladBean, Tomato, and Bread
SaladCouscous with VegetablesBean and Pasta Salad with White Bean DressingBreads,
Sandwiches, and PizzasPuglian Flatbread (Puddica)FocacciaWhite Focaccia with
OlivesFocaccia SardaPizza with Ricotta and SalamiPizza with GreensCalzonesEggplant
Parmesan SandwichesDessertsAnise–Almond BiscottiMixed Fruit TortoniChocolate
TartShortbread Cookies with Dark Chocolate and AlmondsItalian Sugar
CookiesTiramisuIntroductionAgate Surrey Books wants to help everyone, but especially kitchen
beginners, learn how to explore different kinds of food and cooking and all sorts of ingredients.
We are proud to introduce the 101 series, which aims to provide rewarding, successful, and fun
cooking experiences for everyone, from novices to more experienced cooks.Italian 101: 101



Great Recipes offers readers not only delicious recipes but also useful information about
shopping for equipment, ingredients, kitchen essentials, and seasonings. Making your dishes
taste like they were made in Italy may sound a little intimidating, but we’ll give you many simple
tips. So whether you’ve only recently acquired a taste for these wholesome, delicious flavors or
you’ve been a lifelong fan, Italian 101 is a great place to create a repertoire of go-to recipes for a
variety of new takes on classic Italian dishes.Most of the recipes in these 101 series books come
from a wide range of Agate Surrey authors and editors. Contributors to Italian 101 include Sue
Spitler, editor of the “1,001” series that includes such titles as 1,001 Best Low-Fat Recipes; and
Viktorija Todorovska, author of The Puglian Cookbook and The Sardinian Cookbook.Italian 101
recipes were selected to provide a starting point for anyone beginning their cooking journey. A
note about this collection: there is no one “Italian” style of cooking, but rather a variety of flavors
and tastes that come from the various regions of Italy. This collection includes dishes from
several regions of Italy, which we have tried to identify throughout the book. These recipes also
often include seasonal serving suggestions as well as best wine pairings. The recipes in Italian
101 are flavorful, healthy, and fun for kids—so anyone you are hosting will be pleased!A Taste of
What You’ll Find In This BookThis book contains a mix of appetizers and entrees as well as
delicious desserts. Start your guests off with Mini Meatballs or Spinach–Mushroom Flatbread or
try one of the soups, such as Tuscan Bean Soup or Chicken Cacciatore. Take comfort in summer
recipes such as Tiella or Sicilian Beef and Rice, or enjoy classic pasta dishes like Creamy
Fettuccine Primavera or Linguine with Clam Sauce. You’ll be sure to impress your dinner guests
with a pizza from the Puglian region that includes ricotta and salami or even a perfectly baked
Calzone. And don’t forget to check out the desserts section where you’ll find classics such as
Anise–Almond Biscotti and Tiramisu, to name a few.But before you get started cooking some of
these great recipes, make sure you’re up to speed on some cooking basics, and that your
kitchen and pantry are ready to go!Cooking BasicsMaking your own recipes from fresh, natural,
wholesome ingredients is always the best option. The recipes in this book are, generally
speaking, very simple, but involve few processed ingredients. You’ll be able to prepare a hot,
fresh meal that will delight your whole group in no time flat!Kitchen Equipment BasicsIf you are a
new cook, or it’s been a while since you’ve spent time in the kitchen, here is some helpful
information that will make it easy to jump into Italian 101 recipes. If you have the following
equipment, you will be prepared to make almost any recipe in this book.AppliancesWe’re sure
you know this already, but your kitchen should include the following standard set of
appliances.Pretty Much MandatoryRefrigerator/freezer (set to about 34°F to 38°F [1°C to 3°C],
or as cold as you can get it without freezing vegetables or drinks)Freezer (if yours is not frost-
free, you’ll periodically need to unplug it to defrost your snow-filled box)Stove/oven (make sure
to keep the oven very clean, as burnt foods and other odors can affect the taste of your
food)Microwave (again, make sure it’s clean and ready for use), because it’s great for
defrostingBlender (and not just for beverages and soups—you can use it in place of a food
processor or an immersion blender in some instances)Hand mixer (well, you can always stir by



hand, but sometimes, the hand mixer is indispensable)Grill (suggested for some recipes in this
book… but you can always use a stovetop griddle to grill indoors)OptionalFood processorStand
mixerPots and PansThe following are useful basic equipment for any kitchen.Stockpot (8 to 10
quarts [7.6 to 9.5 L])Dutch oven (5 to 6 quarts [4.7 to 5.7 L])Pancake griddleLarge stockpot with
lid (6 to 8 quarts [5.7 to 7.6 L])Large skillet with lid (10 to 12 inches in diameter [25 to 30
cm])Medium skillet with lid (7 to 8 inches in diameter [17.5 to 20 cm])Medium or large saucepan
with lid (2 or 3 quarts [1.9 to 2.8 L])Small saucepan with lid (1 quart [.95 L])Glass casserole dish
(2 quart [1.9 L])Square cake pan (8 or 9 inches [20 to 22.5 cm])Rectangular cake pan (13 by 9
inches [32.5 by 22.5 cm])2 loaf pans (8 inches [20 cm] long)Muffin pan (12 muffins)Pie pan (9
inches in diameter [22.5 cm])2 baking sheetsSpringform pan (9 inches in diameter [22.5
cm])General UtensilsThese are recommended basics for any kitchen.Knives: Chef’s knife,
serrated knife, and paring knifeMeasuring cups for both dry and liquid measuresMeasuring
spoonsMixing bowls (two or three, ranging from 1 or 2 quarts to 5 or 6 quarts [.95 or 1.9 L to 4.7
or 5.7 L])Wooden spoons, slotted spoon, rubber or silicone spatula, ladle, whisk, tongs, and a
large metal “flipper” for hamburgers and similar foodsColanderCheese graterCitrus zesterSalt
and pepper millsKitchen scissorsVegetable peelerCan openerCooling rackKitchen timerCutting
boardsPot holdersKitchen towelsStorage and Paper SuppliesEither in a handy drawer or on a
shelf, make sure you have all of these items within easy reach.Plastic or glass storage
containers (5 to 10, varying sizes)Aluminum foilPlastic wrapParchment paperSmall
baggiesLarge baggiesBasic Ingredients ListThis section includes the basics that you should
have on hand, but this is by no means a comprehensive list for every recipe in this book. If you
have these ingredients as a starting point, however, you’ll be in great shape to tackle almost any
of the Italian 101 recipes!Seasonings and FlavoringsKosher saltBay leavesCayenne pepperDry
mustardGarlic powderGround cinnamonGround nutmegRed pepper
flakesRosemaryThymeLemon juiceMarjoramCayenne pepperSage LeavesAllspiceTarragon
leavesItalian seasoningOreganoVanilla extractWhite pepperFreshly ground black
pepperCondimentsApple cider vinegarBalsamic vinegarRed wine vinegarRice wine
vinegarWhite wine vinegarHoneyOlive oilVegetable oilWorcestershire sauceBakingCorn
starchBaking powderBaking sodaButterVegetable shortening2% milkPure maple syrupPure
molassesGranulated sugarLight brown sugarDark brown sugarUnbleached all-purpose
flourCocoa powderFresh large eggsGeneralWhite and brown riceDried pastaCannellini beans.
They’re delicious in everything from soups to salads. You’ll find them in a couple recipes in this
book. Have a can or two on hand as well some dried beans.GarlicOnionsParsleyPotatoesSweet
potatoesCanned tomatoes (Muir Glen’s organic fire-roasted and regular tomatoes are truly
delicious)LentilsRaisinsTomato sauceBetter than Bouillon food bases. They are our secret
kitchen weapon. While optimally we’d all make our own stocks and broths and keep them in the
freezer for when we need them, that’s never been terribly practical. Use only 1 teaspoon per cup
of boiling water to make your own broth or stock in seconds, and the bases keep forever in your
refrigerator. We recommend the organic chicken, mushroom, and vegetable bases, as well as



the conventional beef and fish bases. Of course, you can always buy stock or broth in Tetra-Paks
as well (but it’s a lot more expensive). Pacific Natural Foods makes excellent chicken, beef, and
vegetable broth.All of the recipes in this book call for fresh cuts of meat, poultry, or fish and
seafood. Always avoid pre-seasoned or packaged meats or fish, because you can’t be sure
about what ingredients they contain.Common Cooking TermsYou probably are quite familiar with
most of these terms. If this is your first time cooking or it’s been a while since you’ve been in the
kitchen, here is a quick refresher:Brown: To cook a meat at a high temperature for a very brief
period of time in order to seal in the juices and add a tremendous amount of flavor. Browning
should take no more than 2 or 3 minutes on each side and is done before thoroughly cooking the
meat. It may be tempting to skip this step, but please don’t … it’s really worth the few minutes in
terms of the flavor and texture of the meat once your recipe is complete.Bake: To cook food with
dry heat, usually in the oven at a specified temperature.Boil: To cook food in boiling water (212°F
[100°C]) on the stovetop.Blanch: A technique that involves immersing food in boiling water for a
brief period of time and then immediately transferring into an ice bath in order to stop the
cooking process. Blanching is an excellent technique for quickly cooking tender vegetables, as it
helps them retain their firmness, crispness, and color.Braise: This technique is a combination of
browning the surface of a meat substitute, which means to cook at a high temperature for a short
amount of time, followed by cooking at a lower temperature in a covered pot with liquid for a
longer period of time.Broil: To cook over a high heat at a specified distance from the heat source,
usually in the oven or in the “broiler” part of the oven.Deep fry: To cook food by immersing it in
preheated oil.Grill: To cook over an open flame on a metal framework, grid, or other cooking
surface.Roast: To cook meat in an oven in an uncovered dish, usually resulting in a well-browned
surface that seals in juices and flavors.Sauté: To cook food over a medium-high or high heat in a
skillet or sauté pan in a small amount of oil, water, stock, or other liquid.Steam: To cook food with
steam, usually in a steamer rack or basket positioned over (but not immersed in) a pan
containing a small amount of water.Stir-fry: To cook over high heat with a small amount of oil;
usually requires regular stirring as food is cooking. It can be used for several kinds of dishes and
is often associated with Asian fare.General Cooking TipsNo matter what you’re cooking or how
many people you’re serving, a few universal rules of the kitchen will make your life easier. The
following is a list of our recommendations for the novice cook. These great habits will ensure
fewer mistakes, less stress, and ultimately more delicious food.Read every recipe from
beginning to end, at least twice, before you start cooking. This will help to ensure that you
understand how it should be made and what you need to make it.Set up your ingredients, pots,
pans, and utensils before you begin to prepare the recipes. We never start a recipe until we have
every ingredient on the counter in front of us. (If possible, we also premeasure all the ingredients
and have them ready to add, because there’s nothing worse than accidentally dumping half a
box of kosher salt into an almost-finished recipe.) If you know you’ll need a greased pan in step
4, grease it and set it aside before you even get started.Keep a grocery list and a pen attached
to the refrigerator. If you go to the grocery store without a specific list of what you need, you’re



likely to forget at least a few items.Clean up as you go. If you take the time to clean your dishes
as you’re cooking, you’ll find that you will have more space to work in and less to do after the
meal is done.Time the meal. It can be complicated to cook multiple recipes at once and make
sure that everything ends up finishing at roughly the same time. Make sure you allow for enough
time for everything to get done, and for recipes to be cooked simultaneously.Be careful. It
sounds silly, but never forget that you’re working with high-temperature appliances and
cookware and sharp utensils! Use proper precaution when lifting lids, turning pans, and straining
vegetables.Have fun! We hope you enjoy learning how to cook these recipes and sharing them
with others.
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